Circular No. HRD/07/16
February 22, 2016

To: All Healthcare Facilities
   All Healthcare Professionals

Dear Colleagues,

HAAD has received a report of controlled prescription forms that were unaccounted for from a healthcare facility in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. The controlled prescription forms carry the following serial numbers:

From 1982684 To 1982700

Another report was received from the same facility notifying HAAD on lost stamp carrying the name of “Dr. Antoine Arkieh”.

HAAD requests your attention to the above-mentioned serial numbers of controlled prescription forms and requires that all facilities examine their records to check if any of these prescriptions has been dispensed from February 07, 2016 and notify HAAD as soon as possible.

In addition, should any of the above mentioned prescriptions be presented, you are required NOT to dispense such prescription and to notify HAAD immediately through:

- HAAD Narcotic Officer on Tel. #: 02 4193648
  E-mail: cdreport@haad.ae
- HAAD Health Audit Section On Tel. #: 03 7041153

Your adherence is both anticipated and appreciated.

Director Health Regulation
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